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This is a live vzhfm radio broadcast with a radio studio audience of in the studios. 87210 10.68724. 72074.. 9th 72063.In the news: Common Core speaks to Texas Twitter If you attended the Texas Tribune Education Summit in Austin on Thursday, you may have noticed a plethora of Common Core-related tweets flying around the hashtag #TDEPSummit. Many of them were provided by Deborah Gist, a blogger for the San Antonio Express-News, the Tribune's sister
newspaper. Gist, whose coverage of the Summit has been widely praised, compiled a Twitter list of all the tweets she could find related to Common Core and education policy. All told, she had 28 Common Core tweets; about a quarter of them came from the Dallas Morning News, another quarter from members of the Tri-State Ed Network, and a third quarter from various educators and organizations. “I was pleasantly surprised at the number of educational thinkers

attending that day,” Gist told The Texas Tribune earlier this week. “I was even more surprised to see that so many of them were tweeting during the event, keeping an eye on the hashtag.” We wish we'd been among them and will share a few notes from the day's Twitter action as we continue to compile our schedule of panels and interviews at the Summit in Austin. Most of the tweets during the day were in-character, and Gist captured them as such. The biggest
Common Core tweet of the day came from Thomas Jefferson. “Impeach Obama,” the Texas A&M student body president tweeted shortly before the scheduled Summit was officially underway. When asked about his decision to tweet, TJeff said, “After I saw Obama officially declare Common Core, I felt some of my core principles threatened as well, so I felt like I had to react accordingly.” Texas Freedom Network was tweeting heavily during the day as well. Here is

a sample of the tweets during the Summit: If you made it to the Texas Tribune Education Summit, you may have seen our poll on the top-rated resources for teachers. The results are in: we've got a strong winner, @
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